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The research at Turgutreis now spans more than a generation. In
theTurkey of the second half of the twentieth century, a generation is
a long time. And perhaps nowhere else in Turkey has a generation of
change been more expansive than on the southwest;2egean coast where
we have worked since 1974. One can hardly imagine a broader range
of transformation than atTurptreis; even the present-day name of the
place is a recent appellation whose common usage came well after our
first visit. Statistics tell a convenient if only partial story. In 1965 the
area which today comprises the study area, at the tip of the Bodruin
peninsula, contained 2,464 souls clustered in three small villages: Karabd ,
Akqaalan, and Karatoprak.Thirty years later, there were 15,000 yearround and more than 100,000 persons in the summer. O n the whole of
the peninsula, between 1985 and 1998, at the height of development,
the population grew by 200 percent overall, from 37,966 to 75,994
year-round residents and hundreds of thousands in the summer.
InTurgutreis, a"city" of vacation houses, condominiums, and hotels
has appeared where previously stood the three small villages. One
might dismiss this development as normal; as only a reflection of a
larger phenomenon seen across the Mediterranean. But unlike most
such locations, what what previously existed atTurptreis survives on
paper. \Ve Lvere able to penetrate past statistics, to the physical and
cultural form of the transformation itself w h c h dsplaced a localized
way of life and buildng by an entirely divergent ideal. Human faces
could be layered over statistics and generalities.What is most impressive
has been the apparent ease and the rapidty of this process. Perhaps in
the United States an equivalent such transformation was related to the
industrial urbanization of the first half of the nineteenth century; or t o
the post-industrial de-urbanization of the first half of the twentieth
century. But in both instances, the equivalent change took several
generations. InTurgutreis we witnessed less than one. T h s temporal
compression crosses a threshold which represents a significant change
in comparison to precedents elsewhere.
The impetus for this research began elsewhere - in the United
States where at the end of the '60's I was caught up in the political
movements of that period. I began the investigation of an"anthropolog)."
for built-form that could contextualize the political struggles within the
framework of physical environmental constraints.The earliest studes
were in the discarded shells of the early industrial landscape of Kew
York; in the poor inner-city quarter of Mantua in Philadelphia; in the
extraordinary small village of San Leucio in Italy, that was the remnant
of an eighteenth century Bourbon social experiment.(l) It was the
Turlash archtect Doruk Pamir, a colleague and friend at the Pennsylvania
State University, who suggested aTurkish study when I first left for
Columbia University. He teamed me together with Suha ~ z k a nthen
,
a young faculty member at Middle EastTechnical University (METU),
and in March of 1974 we met in Ankara to begin a rather complex

process of deciding on a site. T h s quest entailed addressing the larger
question of what would be an appropriate problematic given theTurlush
situation at that moment.
TheTurkish situation was complex. By 1974,Turkey was entering
the politico-economic storm w h c h led to the 1980 military coup.(')
Underlying much of the political dsorder was the divergence of two
components ofTurkey's modernization project w h c h previously had
been perceived as one and the same: namely "development" on the one
hand, and "\Vesternization" on the other.(3)Turkey was experiencing
the gradual destabilization of old meanings of "Westernization," such
that by the '70's the term was being intertwined with membership in
the "Western .\lliance."A changing internal order could not tolerate the
political dimension of this dstinction. And the Western .4lliance itself
was shifting such that the nature ofTurkey's military importance was
dminishing. In Turkey, the rise of a new internal political landscape
increasingly jostled the old political mandate for an entirely secular
state. L4tone level, one can define the project as having emerged out of
these uncertainties; or more precisely even, as having been produced
by them.
In 1974, Doruk had returned from teaching in the States to the
rapidly changing situation. We agreed to search for the site of an
"anthropolog~cal"study that could p v e meaning to the spiraling events.
Together with Suha we drove for several days of searching and dscussing
Kerouac's "On the Road." What we were searching for we did not
exactly know. It was t o be something of the "oldnTurkey; something in
flux or even threatened. It \vould be a pleasant place and not yet
discovered; not Bodrum, which was already being adopted as a refuge
from larger events by the artists and intellectuals. Instead, for example,
we headed down t o KaI .The last leg of that foray was a poor dirt road
with abundant runoff from the spring snows w h c h mired us in the mud.
Kal , with its one small penyon, was pristine - too pristine we thought.
\Ve passed through Afyon where signs in French still abounded and
snippits of French could still be heard here and there on the streets. \Ve
returned t o Ankara and headed east to Cappadocia.The urbanistic riches
of,.\vcilar and ~ ~ h swere
a r not to be believed, waiting to be dscovered
and exploited by the new Westernization, and indeed they have since
been.Then there was Cyprus with itsTurkish minority and mounting
tensions. 1 flew to Nicosia alone, Doruk and Suha having been denied
visas. O u r idea was t o explore the possibility of working in theTurkish
quarter. I was able to meet with Rauf Denktash who was h d d e n away
in a cellar-like headquarters, but I was quickly put back on a plane by my
Greek handlers. ,4nd by the end of March we had found no~vherethat
suited us.
Doruk and Suha subsequently choseTurptreis, a newly organized
municipality on the Bodrum peninsula, as yet undscernible as an urban
entity xvith its three small villages and ~vorkinglandscape of tangerines

making a strong agrarian economy. It was t o be a textbook case-study.
The old culture would be overshadowed by the touristic appeal of the
place once infrastructural investments were complete - principally a
new road connecting to the hstorically impenetrable interior.The road
\vould forever alter the timeless relationship of the place t o the sea Braudel's "island that the sea does not surround."(3) In 1974 the old road
from the '30's was passable to jeeps, donkeys, camels; with some
inconvenience to automobiles and much more difficult for busses.That
~vouldsoon change, and we were to plan for the local effects of this
transformation and t o advocate for those who had long lived there. For
our purposes this case-study seemed ideal, not only as physical
environment, but also social environment. Our subject was t o be the
heroic"moderns,"in the sense of the oldU'esternization, whose lifeworld
was to be the subject of analysis and understandmg relative to what was
to come.
At the end of June 1974 the Columbia team arrived atTurgutreis,
after a stint of intensiveTurkish language training in NewYork; a visit t o
San Leucio in Italy, the site of a prior study just finished; and several
days of orientation in Ankara where we met up with the METU team.
Our first view of the peninsula and sea was unforgettable, as we slo\vly
wound down the primitive road from Milis to Bodrum. '4nd more
extraordinary still was the first view of the plain ofTurgutreis, as we
manouevered through the narrow streets of Upper and Lower Ak~aalan:
before us a lush green"seanextended to the coastline and horizon beyond.
It was beautiful, but hardly untouched or "timeless." It had a certain
vitality.The 20th century had brought several si_@cant transformations;
yet the physical and social environment seemed t o retain a continuity
with the distant past.These previous thresholds of change dated from
the '20's and '30's. First was the European-mandated "population
exchange" of theTreaty of Lausanne in 1923, an attempt t o conclude
decades of festering turmoil in the region with roots in world conflict.
Greeks were expelled from the mainland t o the is1ands;Turks from the
islands to the mamland. (5) Profound relationshps were severed; personal
friendships shattered. The division of labor w i t h n the local economy
was radcally altered. Indeed, one could say that the 1920's represented
the worst such dlaspora since the third century BC when Mausoleus
depopulated the Lelegian cities in the region.The economy recovered,
but fifty years later the social wounds still remained beneath the surface.
The second threshold came with the transformation in agriculture
beginning in the '30's, from the timeless Mediterranean subsistence
production ofgrain and olives, to the tangerine cash crop created by the
new technology of irrigation comprising deep wells and internal
combustion pumps.The rich alluvial soil and the abundant water table
close t o the surface made the transition easy and profitable. In a short
period, the area went from one of the poorest on the southwest coast to
one of the richest, without external infrastructural development.
Economic upgradmg occurred without undue external controls and
interferences. It must be emphasized that t h s transformation was, from
all appearances, a remarkably gentle and sustainable one, at least in
comparison t o the era of new road infrastructure and toursim which
was t o come. In June 1974 we had a good sense that thngs would
change, but \ve had no idea of the m a p t u d e . T h e place was s d l relatively
untouched, but the roads were planned and the new municipality was in
place for purposes which could only foreshadow "development."A plan
for the "Halicarnassus Seashore National Park" had been prepared to
protect that investment. Made under the aegis of the United States
.4gency for International Development and the United States National
Park Service, it basically applied a North American formula to the
Turkish situation.
The initial premise of our study was pragmatic and straightforward;
to represent the existing material culture of the place such that planning
for the transformation could adequately reflect and preserve this
character which was, after all, the source of its continuing touristic
potential. We felt that the plan for the "Seashore National Park"did not
go far enough, and was without specifics toward t h s goal, especially in

the sense that the question ofmaterial culture had t o be directly engaged
through highly personalized case-studies rather than a generalist
inventory. Our approach was t o invoke the daily lives of some fifteen
families, chosen based on their representative diversity of socialeconomic status and geographic distribution of their domestic
environments. Our studv-families
seemed oI~ t i m i s t i cfor the future.
J
Their land produced cash. Already relatively comfortable, most foresaw
further benefit from modernlzatlon. New infrastructure was c o m i ne~roads and electricity. The first televisions had already arrived.
O u r work was seen as bridging the literature of then recent
empirical study by architects r e l a t e d t o built e n v i r o n m e n t
documentation; and the then heightened interest among anthropologists
in the daily life of extantklrestern normative cultural settings. .4mong
the precedent stuhes from architects were Giancarlo DeCarlo's longterm structural analysis of Urbino; Bernard Rudolfsky's remarkable
life-work culminated in the"ArchtectureWithoutArchitects"exhibition
at the MOMA; Edward Allen's elegant Stone Shelters study; or even the
work of Christian Norberp-Schulz
published as "Intentions in
0
.4rchtecture." From anthropoloa came the work of Oscar Sanchez
related to the legtimization of daily life around his Mexican case studies:
h s Fire Families, or h s The Children ofSanchez, w h c h together became a
starting point for us. And for example, there was the more abstract but
influential work from Henri Lefebvre emboded in the 1971 English
translation, E r e 9 . d ~Ltfe in the Modern T%rld. Close to Turgutreis was
Fatma Mansur's remarkable study, Bodrum, just published, w h c h in some
sense became the foundation fo; our work.
Our intention was that t h s genre of new "engageflresearch could
be redeployed toward the exigencies of actual problem-solving, pushed
further than DeCarlo could at Urbino. Also threaded t h r o u0~ hour
strategy was the politics of the so-called "advocacy" movement in the
States, although by then it was already under the conservative censure
which ~vouldcause its demise. Lingering in our sensibility was the ideal
that the "common voice' could enter into the realm of desim
discourse.
0
Given the extraordinary social and physical environment which we
found at Turptreis, this goal made good sense. The sophistication of
local urban and building practice far exceeded the normative limits of
professional expertise relative t o issues like compatibility with climate,
natural resources, and cultural evolutions. .4tTurgutreis we sensed that
there was somethinp to be addressed relative t o the new material
culture then just appearing - in effect t h e final phase in t h e
"Internationalization" of the place, spanning the period from the artificial
social partitioning of the Treaty of Lausanne to the imposed building
tectonic of the Mediterranean touristic economy which was spreading
from Spain eastward. EvenTurptreis, in its relative isolation, was poised
to move from"modernization"toWestern Modernization with exposure
t o the full complement ofglobal forces.We imagined that the"common
person" could be represented in t h s process; and it turned out that the
"common persons" were all too willing to participate. In 1974 they
seemed to understand the importance of our task in that the future
represented something new. Later on, as their fantasy of the future
remained unlired, their naive faith evaporated, and our relationshp t o
the social landscape gradually changed, as did the landscape itself.
Having identified the study subjects, the methodology of the
fieldwork evolved over the course of the next two months. O u r
technique focused on the physical documentation of the domestic
environments and material culture in general: interrelated with a
written social record based on extensive intenlews. Both documentation
types passed through several stages during the on-site period until a
standardzed inclusive framework was attained for each subject family.
This rawz information was reformulated and reformatted'during the
followii~gyear. The graphic representation of the built environment
began n-ith measured field sketches produced by numerous visits to
each family and to the other sites under consideration (the latter related
mostly to-the grain and water mfrastructures). These sketches were
translatedinto hard-line architectural drawings (plan, section, elevations,
A
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and detail) on site during our t\vo-month stay. At the same time, the
families and several other individuals (like Hasan Muslu, the miller),
were interviewed extensively. An interview checklist had t o be
developed such that each case-study could be compared for the same
base mformation. A lexicon of the ihosyncratic local terminolog) related
to material culture was also developed.The interviews were transcribed
and translated into English. During the course of the following months
the English text was then reformatted according t o a common
organizational framework. As a final stage, this generation of text \vas
then heavily re-edited by Carl T. Burton, Professor of English at
Columbia. Burton collaborated on the question of the literary character
of the texts, deliberately attempting to blur the boundary bet\veen the
devices of fictional and a n t h r o p o l o g d representation.
During t h s same period of textual deliberation historical research
was begun with the intention of placing the 20th century developmental
thresholds atTurgutreis within the more than 2000 years of recorded
history on the Bodrum peninsula. .4nd the graphic representation was
undergoing several stages of development before arriving at the choice
of final language and technique. A certain communality between graphcs
and the written texts had to be developed - the development of a
common nomenclature, for example, for spaces and their implements.
A series of progressive growth diagrams were developed for each
family compound, correllated with the textual descriptions focusing on
each family's perceptions of their social and physical morphologies. A
very important aspect of the visual "language"problem had t o do with
how to render the"soi7ness"of the trahtional building forms and tectonic,
which were clearly not compatible with the hard-line and hard-edge
techniques of modern mechanical drafting. ,4 free-hand technique was
developed, together with an extensive lexicon of building elements
w h c h could be duplicated as needed. In t h s way the team could acheve
a considerable variation w i t h a uniform visual rhetoric.
After approximately a year of cross-fertilization between Ankara
and NewYork, the fieldwork results were more or less finalized, with
textual and graphic work completed at Columbia and additional field
study completed as needed on the hlETU side. At that moment we
imagined that it was time to move on to the crucial step of building the
work into a"proposal."By 1976, hohvever, the political turmoil inTurkey
had already begun t o set in, affecting everything.The project faltered
and then became dormant.The possibility of projecting t o a "plan" was
erased. In going back to the work a decade later, however, we decided
that it had potential other than originally intended, in that the moment
\vhich we had frozen in time could become a reference for understandmg
the changes which had intervened. The southwest Aegean coast had
waited for nothmg: not for political stability and certainly not for detailed
urban planning.The changes were momentous.
We returned to Turgutreis for the first time in 1986, the work
now having shfted to Columbia.The place was recognizable, but already
transformed through urbanization and the introduction of the nelv
tourism economy.We found that the original families were by and large
still extant in the houses which we knew so well, but their lives were
changing way beyond what anyone ever could have imagined in 1974.
The people which we had interviewed were becoming old; their
children Tvere coming of age as a very different next generation. The
subject families could still remember what had been. By then they
began t o deeply comprehend the enormity of change which was upon
them and what they hadlost in the process.Their view of the world kvas
a bitter-sweet one. They recognized certain advances in the material
aspects of their lives, but the optimistic future w h c h many assumed in
1974 remained unlived. The nature of our dialogue with the families
changed. But a dialogue it still was, at least at the beginning.They valued
seeing our many photographs and depictions of their houses; and they
appreciated our shared memories of a hfferent moment in time. We
went back again in 1990, 1994, and 1997, until the orignal generation
and any meaningful extant representation of its culture were largely
erased. And by then the memory of xvhat once Jvas became very difficult
for them t o rehabilitate.

O u r visits were not exercises in nostalgia. We became equally
fascinated with what was new as well as erasure. We constructed a
record of the buildout of the ne\v municipality's Master Plan, w h c h had
quickly urbanized twenty kilometers of coastline with hotels and second
homes.\Ve were very interested in the new architecture, especially at
whch
two scalar extremes: of the monumental new urban landsca~e
I
was emerging; and of the detail related t o a Mehterranean modern
vernacular which was being modified locally, most significantly in the
transcription of local decorative motifs t o the new constructive
techniaues. Indeed. certain asnect? of this nractice was even mandated
by loca'l laws in a largely f u h e attempt ;o retain something of the
tradtional building character: i.e. punched openings in spite of the
column and slab construction; or required use of the traditional kubbe at
the parapet corners. At the middle scale. however. the environment of
the domestic compound and the most important focus of our o r i p a l
study changes were wide-ranging and brutal. In the new builhng, gone
was the sensitivity to the site and climate. Gone were the old house
types, which blended social organization with the landscape and placed
a premium on the famill- as a coherent organism. Instead the
stereotypical modern1Vestern house emerged both in individual and
collective form. It was confirmred
bv the concentration of modern
C
service cores, rather then by social gathering. Equal status was given to
private rooms as to nublic snace.The exterior was constrained bv hscrete
outdoor space in the form of balcony. Within this homogenized
urbanization one could onlyi hone
still to find localized ~articulars
related
I
1
t o the public presence of historical continuities. There were precious
ad hoc survivors.
few. largelv
c 7 ,
In life there are are always reasons why some things do not get
finished: sometimes they are inadmissible, sometimes uncomnrehended.
The overwhelming phenomenon of theTurgutreis transformation and
our slondy evolving cognizance of the importance of our documentation
has made it extremely hfficult to arrive at an endpoint.The question of
"what it all means" has been difficult to sort out from inside ofthe work;
not t o mention the hfficulties associated with the implicit criticism of
ourWestern enculturalization which the work raises. In a sense \\hat it
documents can be seen to reflect critically on ourselves. \Ve h d not
succeed to replace our original goal of producing a "plan" based on our
data. And while t h e project is "anthropological," we were not
a n t h r o p o l o p s and could not bring the ingredient of a continuous
disciplined academic discourse with which t o cloak the raw material of
our work.This is not t o say that "anthropology" as a formal discipline
could not stand to emphasize more engaged application, but the academic
legtimacy for an anthropolog>. of building as we liked t o call it, could
not come just from "architecture."The joining of "anthropolog" and
"archtecture"remains an elusive goal in both the academy and practice.
,4nd so the material remains unpublished: and in our academic
milieu perhaps only publication can be considered as legitimate end
point.(6) Considering our own academic benefits from this long
experience, the project has had its obvious pedagogic value. Each of the
return trips generated a design s t u d 0 at Columbia; each attempted to
reflect on"archtecture in develo~ment."In
general the transformations
I
n
which we documented xvere themselves transformed in the stuhos:
systemized
for use as o1~ e r a t i v estratepies
for additional urbanization.
i
C
This use of the work pointed toward the &lemma that the only sound
basis for envisioning an "improved" environment atTurgutreis seemed
to be t o advocate urbanizing further.
Perhaps the best way t o evaluate the pedagogic effectiveness of
this work \vould be to ask the generation of students who participated.
This has not been done.Whle one can hardly2 exnect
their exneriences
1
to have been unrewarhng, the definition of exactly what students gained
could involve a complex consideration. For sure. in 1974 an important
aspect of the experience from the Columbia side was making the bridge
between the States and a nation and culture which \vas "modern" but
not yet "\Vestern."Today'sTurkey can no longer hold the same clarity of
distinction, further underlining the enigmas of how- much we actually
1
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accomplished in the later stages as a comparative cultural project. Given
the global ebbs and flows of the present moment, perhaps it is too soon
to adequately evaluate this side of things. One would hope, as a minimum,
that one day the material can find a home close to its origin inTurgutreis,
ofinterest t o those who find a need for whatever reasons, to understand
where they came from at a defining moment in the the new Turlash
identity \vhich has emerged in the past decades.
Each return trip has increased the risk of romanticizing what \re
found in 1974; or of simply indulging a voyeristic superficiality. We have
learned that it is not enough t o cite the empty lesson that nothing can
last. Probably my most memorable revisit was in 1998, without students,
when I could reflect on the seeming enormity of what had come to pass
at Turgutreis; and at the same time on how miniscule that change has
been relative to similar transformations everywhere. As I walked up
the road t o KarabaO , to seek out Ali KarakaO who I knew \vas still alive,
I was connected to similar phenomena in my childhood in the States. I
realized that perhaps one value in the xvork is its global connectivity. I
thought about Hasan C a p u t p ' s family who I had also just visited. I
puzzled about Hasan's present resignation, given that in 1974 he had
expressed deep concern about the relatively minuscule changes already
underway.
In 1974 the house of Ali and Zeynep KarakaO had been far from
the changes, sited high above them in Karabal .Then KarabaO looked
much like it must have at the beginning of the 15th century ~ v h e n
Turgut Reis was born there. Looking at the new urban landscape, I
found it ironic that all t h s transformation should be made in the name
of the famous Ottoman .4drniral born on the same spot six centuries
ago. I thought of how, until recently, Ali made his daily trek down from
his sanctuary for tea, and how he must have felt as the invasion crept
toward h m . I walked past the detritus of the new tourism, the modern
ho1ida)-houses scattered along the road; and then past the now abandoned
house of Hatem and NurtemTengiz and the remnants of their beautiful
garden where we had enjoyed their hospitality. It still seemed t o be the
most beautiful of all of the houses that we stuhed, built on the site of a
once powerful spring, still faintly trickling and connecting back to
~e
it. I thought that ifTurgutreis
Lelegians who must also h a ~ appreciated
were ever to have a museum of its cultural heritage, it should be here;
but it would have t o happen fast!
At KarabaO , modern roads were being superimposed on the maze
of old paths and hedgrows, l e a h g to above the village where pretentious
and domineering new villas were popping out of the steep elevation. It
was shocking to see the small house of Ali and Zeynep Karaka!, now
dwarfed by a huge mound of earth rudely intruding into the yard, as if

to express impatience with this remnant of the old order. Zeynep &ed
in 1990, but Ali, then 78, had managed to hang on. He was home and he
was generous as ever, offering the traditional greeting, hoC geldiniz.
He knew why I was back, the limits of language seemingly insignificant.
In spite of the disarray of his yard, there were still the familiar grapes
t o be offered from theferek. There was precious little left of what he
knew as irrevocable onlyi 25 iyears before. "It is difficult times now."he
related. He did not sell his land for new construction; he tried instead to
continue with his tangerines, but a blight destroyed them. Gone even
were the four chickens which had been present in the previous year.
He talked most of all about the strangers; of criminality and immorality.
"As the number of buildincs increased, adultery increased."] found the
metaphor ~ n t r ~ g u ~ n g . \ ~nh e ;said goodby, \ c e knev it was defin~tlve.
I looked back with the fleetlng thought that ~t ma) jet be to earl) to
give up.
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